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SUMMARY

This report gi-vesa theoretical discussion of the distributim of
leads on rivets connecting a plate to a beam under transverse leads.
Two methods of solution are given which are applicable to loads up to
the limit of proportionality; in the first the rivets are treated as
discrete menbersz and in the second they are replaced b.ya continuous
sy~tem of jointing. A method of solution is also given which is appli--
cable to the cam when nonlinear deformations occur in the rivets eJnd
the plate, but not in the beam.

The.methods are illustrated by numerical exemples, and these show
that the loads carried by the rivets and the plate are less than the
values given by classical theory, which does not take into account the
slip of the rivets, even below the limit of proportionality. Thie
difference is considerably accentuated when nonlinear deformaticrm cccur
ic the restructureand tinebeam then carries the greater portion of thf)
bending mcment. If the material of the beem has a higher proportional
limit and e.higher titimate strength than the material czfthe plate,
there is thus a transferor load frcm weaker lj~stronger ma’ierid, and.
this is to the advantage of the structure.

The methcds given are of simple application and are recommended
for use ip the”de8ign of light-alloy structures
is likely to be above the proportional limit.

INTRODUCTION

when the de~fgn Icad

.Thisreport contains a th60retica.ldiscussion of the distribution
of loads on rivets corz.ectinga plate to a hesq under transverse lc~ds,

lReprint’of Report’No. S.M+E. 33012 Oet”.1$)44;Issued & the Royal
Aircraft Establishment,:Farnboroug~,En,gl&x3,
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and the analysis i.s.developed on simil= liiks ““tothose used by the pres-
ent author in determining the distribution of loads in riveted jGin@
(reference1). No allowance is made for any inter-rivet buckling of the
plate.

Two methods of solution are given which are ‘applicableto loads up
to the limit of proportionality; in the first the rivets exe treated as
discrete members, emd in the second they are replaced by a continuous
syste,mof jointing. A method of solution is also given whtch is applica-
ble to the case when nonlinear deformations occur in the rive% szd the
plate but riotin the beam. A number of numerical examples ie given to
illustrate the methods of analysls and conclusion~ are drawn frcm the
results obtained.

If the width of the plate is lerge in comparison with the length of
the structure, only part of the plate will be effective as a load carry-
ing member. Although this problemis not entered into here, It is of
considerable importance in the design of str’essedskin and reinforced
concrete structures, and reference may be made to the known approximate
eolutiom given In reference 1 on the subject.

SOLUTION APPLIC.4BLETO LOADS UP TO THE PROPORTIONAL LIMIT

First Method -Rimts heated As Disczete Members

The structure is assuqed to be arbitrarily loaded as shown In fig-
ure 1 and the mQment diagram is also assumed to be known. Let

A= area of the beam

AZ area of the plate

11 mGment of inertia of the beam about an axis through the center of
mass of the learn

12 mcment of inertia of the plate about an axis through the center of
mase of the beam (iu”practice 12 is small and is of little
importance in the analysts of the load distribution)

a distance between,the oenters .ofmass “ofthe hem and the plate

I = 11 + 12 + Al A2 a2/(A1 + A2), moment of inertia of the whole
section ‘(i.e.the beam.and the plate) about ~axis through
the center of masiiof the whole section
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Thq.6tiffnE8s
because rivet slip

3

C$ the.s~ructtie Ie not,,howe,ver,lq-qn in term of I
Occur67 and the angle of bendi~_”$ for a’length 2

of the structure ~as shown in fig. 2) is therefore not assumed.to be known.

Let “’““.’--”: ‘ -“
,,., ,...:,,,( :,:...

ti~ = CPi boj slip at ith rivet under a load Pi

and

where
.,, . . .,, ,..:. ,“

f50= Z/EAo : “,,’:’”’,:.. “...
,. ,., ..

Is the exten~icnof a section of ,~ea A. .und&’u@t’load, and C i~ a

ccefficier.trepremmting the stiffness of the rivet, The total.axial
load in th,?structure is zero and hence the total tensile lead NI in

the plate is equal to the total compressive load in the beam. l%ere ia
clearly no axial load in the plate to the left of the first rtve%j and
in general .. .,,.

NT =F1.tP2+0. .P~

The bending moment in the strut’b~e at a sect$on midway between two rivets
is denoted by Mi can then

Mi =E(Il + 12)@i/Z + aNi

Consideration of the extension et,the COMMQ~ ,su@ac.e_,of the
beam gives the following relation %etween the rfket slip at
rivets

.-., .,. .

plate antithe
two mccesefve

NiZ/E,A2- t#i/2 + q = NiZ/EA1 + (a- t2/2)~i+5i+l

that is
,,

$T {= 51
}

‘bi+l’+Nt(l/A1”+l/A2)/E”, /a ‘ ‘ .,..

. .,..

{
= (z@A) ““(C/A) (pi

1
~pi+l) +WA1+:l/&)’ ‘:” ,, :

.
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and on substitution into the above equaticn for Mi it is found that

{

-1
Mi=(Il + 12) (C/A) (Pi - Pi+l) + Ni(l/A1 + l/A2]~/a + aNi

that is

f T
l?i.+1= Pi + (A/C)N~f.l/A=+.1/A2 + a2/(11+12)}- - sMi/’(Iz+12),

,.

If there are variaticrisnot cnly in the cross-sectional area %ut
also in the pitch and the stiffness of the rivets along the beam, the
correqcndirxg equation may be found in the following way. ~e~u zo and
A. tiethe rivet pitch and cross–sectional area at GCXEestandard section
and

b~ =“20/EA~

The slip at the ith rivet is now vitten as

where cl is the rivet stiffness and it is then found that

frcm which

where the length between the ith ~d (i + l)th rivets 3.s z~ SJ2d

Al) AZ, 11) and 12 are implicitly.understoodto have the suffix i
associated with them.
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If the mcment diazram for the structure is known,the load on each
rivet may be qxpres6ed-ip.terns of the,load, ~i: ,.on.tbpfirst rivet and
this load-ik--dbte”rndked-fiorn&e’equation .. ..

““:Nti=”o =P= +P2’+. . ‘“.”, Pa ‘“”””‘“ ‘
.:
?

. . . Tho an~ye&is of:tioursest.mplifie~’when’’tiere is”synqnetryabout
the center l+ne of the @tructure

When the riv6tk tie absolutely”rfgidy‘thati~ C =0,

~ Ni=M@i

where

and this result corresponds to the classical theory where the rivet leads
are obtained from the increase in M between successive rivets. This
load distribution is, however, considerably
rivets.

altered by the slip of the

Example 1

Consider a simply eupported beam under
distributed along the spau L, as shown in
maximum bsnding mcznent M equal to Q,L/8.
are taken to be 20 inches and ‘2inches,respectivei.y,and the ot~er
dimensions are shown in figure

Al =

A. =

11 =

., 12 =
and

a=

a total load Q uniformly
figure 3, thus giving a
The ~pan and rivet pitch

k. It is f&nd that”

0.360%nc~a

Ae w 0.u6 inch2

0.01080inch4

0,00013 incli4

0.358 inch

Assume C = 3.84 (this value of the r~ve+ stfffness ia chosen ??ecause
it gives simple numbers for the f@$l. coefficients) cowesponding to a
rivet sl$p of



5= (P&d) f =CP(Z/EAo),

where d is the rivet

The bending racmentsat

and

diameter and f

a2/(11 + 12)>f=
J

sections midway

M1=Ms=

M2 =Ma=

M~=M7=

MA = Me =

M5=

The equations to be solved tie now

PI =

P2 = P1 + o.7P~.-M~

I?3= Pa + o.7(P~

Pa = P3 + o.7(li;

P5 = l?4+ 067(P~

P= = P5 + o.7(J?~

and.frcm symmetry

P~ =
that is,

+ $’2)“-M~”

+ F2 + P3) - Ms
.:.”

NACA !@lNo. 1134

that is, C = f(Ao/7d)

= 10.3. Then

0.7 and Aoa/C(Il

between the rivets

o ● 9Q.

1*6Q

2.lQ

2.4Q

2.5Q

+ 12) = 1.0.

are

= 1.13G02?1

= 1.7GoP~ -- 0.90X$
..= “,:3.590”’P1,’–30130Q.

.= 7.$ZJ3F1- 8.051Q

+ P’2+ P3.+ P4) –.M&. . =’17,.t991>.’F1–.xEi.9c8Q,

+ P2 -tP3 + Y4 + P5) –M5 = 40,583P1 - 43.100Q

.:

40.383 PI –43.1OOQ’= –17.991 F1 + ~8.9c8Q

; ,.; ..

... ..,,, ,, .,...:. .. ... . . ,’”...”” .. .
,. .,. :..,,’ “.’, .,,

,, :
. .. . ..!” ..:.
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that is,
,“

and it fellows that

and

The bending mcments

Pl = J,_.059Q
“. ,.

Pg = O.900Q

P~ = 0.671Q ,., ,:,
P4 =0.4L2Q . ‘..

P5 = 0.141Q

N5 =~1+~2+...ps=183Q3Q

M1, M2 . . . MS have been taken to be
Vtilllesmidway between successive ri~r~ts,~d -&f the ~vem,ge
bending mc.mentsbetween successive rivets are taken instead
more accurate results are obtained,

equel to the
values of the
the following

PI”= 1.072Q

P~ = o.897Q

P~ = 0.670Q

P4 = 0.412Q

P5 = 0.141Q
and

DT== 3.172Q

The errcm introduced by tlaeabove approximation ~or the bending nc?nents
is,therefcme unfiportant.

The results given by the ciassica.1theory (i.e., infinitely stiff
rivets) are

PI = 1.286Q

P2 = 1.000Q

Pa = 0.715Q

i~”= 0.129Q

?~ = 0.143Q

N5 = 3.573Q
and
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end a
duced

comparison with the previous results shows that rivet slip has re-
the maximum rivet load by about 18 percent and the tensile lead in

the plate by about 11 percent.

Example 2

If the structwre is extended beyond the supports with an additional
rivet at each end as shown in f$gure 5, similar calculations give the
results

and

that is, the additional rivet
maxirnum”rivetload to only 62
and to 75 percent of the mor,e

P. = 0.469Q

l?~= 0.798Q

P= = 0.784Q

P~ = 0.620Q

24 = 0.390Q

P5 = Q.133Q

N5 = 3.@Q

at each end of the structure reduces the
percent of that found by classical theory
accurate result.

Sup-posenow, that instead of leing simply supported, the structure
is continuou~ over a large number of Epans. The loadin~ and dhzensicns
of the structure are taken to be the same as before and the mc?aentdia-
gram is shown in figure 6. From symmetry

P. =-?~
and

P5=-P6

and if No is the axial load in the plate at the supports

N= = N()+ l?~

N2 = N1 + P2, and so forth.
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TheB with the same dimensions ae in example 1, ,.,.::.;.:...;. .,
. . ... __,,

Pf+l =Pi+O.7Ni-Mi

,..!.

;, ‘.,..”,,,

M. = – 3.”.422Q
.,.,.,..,..

~= = -0. 767Q
,,,

% ~- 0.067Q
..
J& s+ O.433Q

%= + 0.733Q
and

~ ==+ 0.833Q

The equation

PI.= P. -t-0.7 No + 1.422Q.

tcgether with

T==-P(j
,,

gives ,,, ,,..’ l?~= 0.35’N0 + 0.711Q ~

.,

.’Theother equations for the rivet loads are”

P~’=,F=+O.7 (NJ+P=) + 0.767Q = 1.E95CN0 +. 1;9757Q

(JYO+P1%?>)+ o.c67Q. = 3.146YNO+ 3.9234(J

(No+r=+Pa+Pa) - 0ik33&? = 7.2a?6No+ 8,117sQF

(NQ+Pl+P&P3+P4)-0.733Q ,=~,0~95~No+ ~79~938Q,,

@o+?l@2+?% +p.+P~)“- o“:833Q=””36:’7961.N/39.5SY3Q....“.:
,,., ,:,,. ‘. .’.
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which tcgether with .

P6=-P5

give’the maxiinumload in the plate and the rivet loads ae

No = --1.078Q (- 2.382Q)

P= = + 0.334Q (+ i.286Q)

3?~= + G.579Q (+ 1.000Q)

Pa = + 0.530Q (+ 0.’lZ5Q)

%’4= -+-0.353Q (+ 0.429Q)

25 = + 0.i23Q (+ 0.lk3Q)
and

N5 = -i-0.841Q (+ 1.191Q)

According to the classical theory (iNe., infinitely stiff rivetm)
the rivet leads are only dependent on the shear and are therefore the
same for the continuous structure as for the structure with.only a
single sTan. Tkese results are given alove in brackets after the more
accurate roes, and it is seen that the maximum rivet lead and maximum
load in the plate are only 45 percent of the values found by ciassical
theory. Such ~reat ~eductione can otiy be expected when the riumt~rof
rivetm is ccmgaratively @mall ar.dthe rivets are not very etiff,

The dbove examples =how that if the lxmding mcment is changing
sign, as in the caoe of a continuous struct~”et the Plate takes a ~mal~er
Proportion of tli~ ~~ad ~han it does in the case of asirnply suppgrted
structure., The slip~ing of the riv%ts reduces the load taken by the plate
and the bendi~ ncment taken ?Iythe b&a is correspondingly increased.
According to classical theory, and for the dimensions asm.med irithe
above examples, 51.2 percent of the total mcment comes frcm the force N
with arm a, whtle of the remainder, ~8,2 percent ccme~ from %ending of

the beam and 0.6 percent fr~m bending of the plate. The more accurate
v~ue of N is, however, only 45.2 yercent of the value given by clas-
sical theory, ar.dhence only 23.2 percent of tk.etotal m.cmentcanes
from N and 76.2 percent froxnlending of the beau. The maximum
stress due to lmmdir~ ar.daxial forces in the beam thus increases by
32 percent (the bex~d~ mc’mentincrease~ but the axial force decrea~es)c
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The ratio ,ofAheloa~.lN.-,’ti?;.the,vdwegiven by.claes~cal theory
m~asures the extent to which the ylate cwrie$.the bending,moment. !l?hi.s
retio varl”esfrcrn”’”0.4>2at the su~ports to 0.705 at midepti and the ef–
fective section of the structure is not therefore constant. The moment
diagram aesumed is;onlyc.orrec.t,.forconstant stiffness, and”if d more
accurate soluticn to the problem is requ$red a second order correction
must be made. This correction doee not affect the rivet leads and cnly
ir,trcducesa change in the bending
writing the total extension in the
zero. For example here

.,

N=

and her.ce ,

No . -1.067Q
.,

Second Method –Rivets Replaced

mcment. It can ea~ily be found by
plate between two supportw equal tc

O.tillQ

,.,,

and N5 = + 00952Q

By A Continuous System Of Jointing

The rivelm are not Low treated as discrete members as in the solution
given iu First Method, but are replaced by a conttrmous system of joint–
ing. The rivet load~ Ti are thus replaced by a contimously distributed
load and the fundamental equations are found in the foiiowing way.

Let x be the distance from m-e and of the stru?tu~c t~ +,hep>h.t con-
sidered. The axial load N ie now assumed to be a continuous varfatle,
and if Z is the rivet pitch (now assumed to
ie giver.by

Pi = 2dN/ax

and since

8; = C3?i2’/EA

it follows that

5. (CZ2/EA)dN/ti
.,

where the rivet sli~ b ia now also regarded
The angle of bending pi over the length t

d? over the length dx and it is then found
., ,. .,.,

M’= E(I1’+ I=)dfj/d.x+

be constant) the rivoi load

as a continuous variable,
is replaced by the angle
that
,., ,.

aN

—
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The new equation formed by considerir~ the extemion at the common
surface of tineplate smd the beam is

N&s/XA2 – t#@/2 + 5 = - Ndx/EA1 + (a -t2/2)d@b + db

that is,

d~/dx

and substitution back

M= (1= + 12)

that is,

={ - @/dx+ N(l/A. + l/-%)/~ !(/a
z{-@/A)d2N/dx2+~(./Ai. -+V’%)}/Eo-.

into the above equation for M gives

.

(/‘N(l Al + l/A2) 1
– (CZ2/A2)d2N/dx2~/a + aN

{

..

(C12/A)d2N/dx2- l/A1 + l/A= + a2/(11 + 12) ~~N = - aN/(IL + 12).

For Simplicity write

k = (11 + 12)
{
L/Al + l/A2xa2/(11 + 12)’}/a

,

~f r
‘i.,.,~

!C12/A~i/Al + l/A2 + a2/(11 + Iz)~~
a~d bL

z=x/b$

and then the differential equation for N takes the fom

d2N/dz2 --E = M/k

The general solution of thi~ equation is

N = Aez”+ Be–z - eZJ{g”z[ }ez(M/k)dz ,dz
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where A and B are arbitrary constants to he determined from the fact
that N is identically‘zeroat edch “endoftrestructure.

,., ,..

Example 1.—

The alove ~alysi~ WU be applied
example 1 of First Method. It iS found

.. .,“

,.

:,

to the same problem discussed
that for the mm dimensions

in

k= G.700,inch :,.
and

b = 2.390 inches

,.

It is most convenient,t.otake the origin of coordinates at .midspanand
then

.

M= (QL/8);{l--(2x//@-. !,./
1

. 2.5Q {1
..

= 2.5Q ~-1
(.

= 2.5Q (1

and Z=c at midspan and ‘Z,=*
structure. From the value of M

N=Aez+Be
—z

- (0.1+.

- (0.1X 2.390z)2]

– 0.0571422)

/1 0.2390 = f 4.184 at the ends of the
it is then found that

+“Q(3.163 –“0.204z2)

Now there is symnetry about the origin and therefore A is equal to B,
Further N is zero for z

At midspn, that is for z

IT= (2

and this result is in gcmd
previously.

= 4.184 ‘and this fine,llygives -

A=B= 0.0062Q

= o,

x 0.0062+ 3.163)Q= 3.175Q.

agreement with the value of 3.172Q found
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The rivet,loads.may now
over intei;als c.orresgonding
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b< found from the,change in the value of I!J
to therivet pitch. If, however, the number

of rivets is not IargeJ the method given in First Method is simpler for
practfcal use.

SOLUTION APPLICABLE TO LOADS BEYOND TliEPROPORTIONAL LIMIT FOR TIil?RIVETS

AND TEE PLATE, BUT NOT FOR THE BEAM - RIVETS TREATED AS DISCRITE MEMBERS

In order to simplify the analysis of the protlem the been i.sassumed
not to be stressed beyond the limit of propcmticnality. Norlin.eard~.for-
mations are, however, asmumed to occur both in the rivets a~d in the plate.
The cross.secticnal area of the structure is assumed to be cormtant and
the rivet pitch and stiff~.essare assumed to be.the same fo~ all the rivets.

Abcwe the limit of proportionality the equations tke.tdetermine the
lead distribution are no longer linear and, although an exact soluticn
may be formally obtained by treating E as a norlinear funct:.cnof P,
the computational work wcmil.dthen be very severe. The results may, how--
ever, be obtained tc any required.degree of accuracy in the followicg
simple way, provided tkg l~ad.-e~terlsi~n~~ve is ~ow<.~ Assume that the

icad en the ~th rivet is Pi and then near this value

where the w.eanin~of the constants ki and Si my be seen frca f’ig–

ure 7. The quantity k i.sproportional to the reciprocal of the tangent
mcdulus in the smne way that C is proportional to the reciprocal of the
mcdulus of elastic~.ty (E) at low loads. !l!hestress f in the plate
nay also le aryro:,cimatelyassumed to be a linear function of the strairi
E within a cer:air~range of nonlinear deformations, that is

where K is

Now let

and then +~he

f =fo+lk

the tan~ent modulus and f. is.a constant stresB.

A~1 = Kl@ and 121 = K12/E

bending mcment necessary toprcduce an angle of’bending @
over the length z is

.- -.

.—.— -.-....— .——z
,,

I’Thismethcd i~ also used in reference 1.
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. ?=ff:? ‘/..(f. + @Yb )YM =..K@Iz/z= E@z1/l
........ ,.. ,,....

,,

where y is the distance from the Middle surface of tie plate and dA is
an element of area of tineplate.

Then the total bending moment in the structure is

M =E(I= + 122)@/Z + aNf

The elo~gation e of the section 1 ~der the axial load Ni = F AZ is
givm by

,.

c-l= (f -f O)Z/K= (Ni-T)/@2= (Ni-T)/EA,’

where

T= foAz

The equatiun connecting the slip of successive rivets is newfound to be

(N~ - T)Z/h./421-t=@/2 + L5i= – N~Z/EA1 + (a – t2/2)@ + ~f+I.

and it then follows tnat

Pi+l = St+l + (ki/ki+l) (Pi – Si) + (Ao/ki+l)

rr
x ~ ?-l/Al+ l/A21 + a2/(11 + 12) ~-Ni - T/Azl - aMi/(l= + 121)

\ .~ 1

In most cases it is prcbably accurate enough to atisumethat

k = ki = ki+l ar.d Sf F Ei+l

for all rivets loaded.above the limit of proportionality> and then
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must be remembered, however, that even if only one rivet is loaded.with-
the limit of proportionality and the adjacent rivets above this limit,

the ccmylete fcx%l.a must be used. For example, if

8i = ki (Pi -Si)50

then

Pi+I = (ki/C)(pi-Si) + (Ao/C)[
..{

1
l/Al + l/A21 + a2/[11 + 121) ~Ni

)

1
-T/Azl - eMi/(ll + 1#)

Example 1

The structure discus~ed In example 1 of Firet Methcd is now asmmed
to be loaded above ths limit of ~roportionality.

For the rivets it is assumed that

k = 4C! and S . 0.15 ton

thus giving ncml.ineardeformations for loads above

kS/(k - c) = 0.’20ton

which corresponds to an average shear stress cf 10.5 tons per square inch.
For the plate it is assumed that

k = E/k and T = 1.35 tons

thus giving nordinear deformations for loads alove

ET/(E –k) =1.8 tons

which corresponds to an average stress of 15.5 tons per square inch.
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,,
It has already been found that for loade below the limit of propor-

tionality
,--- ...... . . ,-.

P= = 1.059Q

Pa = 0.900Q

P~ = o.671.Q

and
P4 = 0.412Q

P= = 0.141Q

The proportional limit 1s”t&ey@’ore remhed To’henQ = 0.].89ton
(this gimee l?,= 0.2 ton) while the load in the plate is still fer below
this limit.

If the load i~ increased nonlinear deformation~ cccur in the first
r3.vetand suppose that the increase is Just u~ to the limit of propor–
tionality for tinesecond rivet. The rivet slip for the first and sscond
rivets may be written as

5i = k(Pi ‘Si) bo

and assumirigthat k = 4C, this gi~e~

Pa = P1 + (1/4)(0.7P1 –Ml) = 1.175I?l--0.25M1

The rivet slip for the second and third rivets may’he written as

and then as before

Similarly, the other equations are the same as tho~e previautilyobtained
for loads within the l&nit of proportionality. Hence

,.
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P~ = 0.990Q N~ = 0,990Q

P~ = o.938Q N~ = 1.928Q

F3 = o.687Q N3 = 2.615Q

P4 = 0.418Q \ N4 = 3.033Q

P5 = 0.141Q lv5= 3.174Q

and these values are valid up to Q = 0.213 ton (this gives P2 = 0.2
tor.).

The load is now increased up to the limit of proportionality for the
third rivet. The equations-to be solved are then

l?==Pl + (1/4) (CI.7Pl –Ml)

P~
{ )

= P2 + (1/4) O.~ (?L +P2) -M2’

1’4=~q + 0.7 (I?l+P2+2’3) -We, and so forth.

which gives X’S= 0.2 ton for Q = 0.260 ton. In thi~ way the rivet
load~ may be successively found for Q = 0.358 ton giviqq P4 = 0.2 tcn
and for Q = 0.’741ton giving P5 = 0,2 ton. The numerical results for
the five cases are given in the table below:

;=:~jz . . . .,—._
/

P3 (tons) o.127~ 0.147 I 0,200

I 0.242

[
—.

?4 (tons) 0.078/ 0.089I 0.117 ‘
\ I

p.pQQ

1
\l>b(tons)l 0.027~ 0.030 ~ 0.039 ~ 0.064

i- 1~N5 (tone), o.602~ 0.678 IJ0.819 1.096.—

-=Q--l
i0.595~
I

C1.?y

0.432

c!,317

0.200\

--J2.076

Between these values the rivet loads will vary linearly with the total
load Q,
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~~The.ulttiate attieng’thof the ,first.ri~et:is.):;hotiever;likely to le.
reached before the ~if%h rivet is::l’aadedto:the:.:ltiit.:df,”ptiportfontilty~
fid.fmther:the..:plate”load N5: ‘“isalso ,likelytoplieivealretidyexceeded-
the limit of proportionality. The talmlated values are therefore pro%a+
bly only valid up to some value of Q between 0.358 ton and 0,741 ton,
and if for exmple the @.t~ate strength of the rivets is 0.35 ten, this
value iS 0.414 ton giving P= = 0.3>..tonafid’”.N5-=~’.29tons. classic~ ‘
theo~ gives Pl = 0.533 ton..aqd I?5.=1.4,8tons, aqd it,,followsthat
rivet slip has reduced
tively.

Example 2

It has beeq shown

these “~oadsby $+percent’’ani16’percent, respec-
,,, ~., ,,.“. “ ,...” ‘..

..,,, ... . ,..,,,.,,,........

that with the same.dimensions as fn examnle 1 of
First Method the ’titivate’etr&gth of the”riv~ts ‘is&&ached bef’& the
loads in the plate exceed the limit of proport?ondity. In order to make
the rivete and the plate carry loads abo-m t.hi~limit at the esme timey
the span of the ~tructme may be increased while the cros~ section and
riveting remain unohanged. The structure considered in thi~ ti~~p?.~ is

shown diagrammatically in figure 8. The di.strikutedload io now reylacad
tiya concentratwi load (Q); the rivet pit~h is unaltered, but rivets are,
now situated immediately over the supports.

The vertical.shea,rload now has the constant value of Q/2, and
according to classical theory the rivet loads are gi~en by

PI = 0.7143Q
and

P2=P3=. ..=4286Q6Q

The bending moments at sections midway between the,rivet.sare

Ml F 0.5Q

Ma = 1.5Q

M3 = 2.5Q

M4 = 3.!3Q

~M5 =k.zq”, ~

:,..”,
M~ =,’05.5Q‘and ~ ‘“, “ , ,

,., ,,.
.M7= 6.5Q ,.,. ,’

.,

.,’,

.,
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and the maximum.bending.moment at mld.-sptinIs ‘M = 7Qj which according
to the classical theory gives a maximum load in the plate of N = 10Q.
For loads he~ow the limit df proportionality the equ&ions to be solved,
are

Pa =Pl + 0.73?1- 0.5Q

Ps = P2 + 0.7 (Fl+P2) -1..5Q

J?4 = P3 + 0.7 (Pl +P2+Ps) -2.5Q

.*Y. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ● . . ● . . . . . . . . .

P(3= p7+o.T(pI+p2+o* •+~7)-605Q

From symmetry

and then

PI = 1.025Q

Pa = 1.242Q

P~ = 1.328Q

P4 = 1.34kQ

P5 = 1.301Q

P~ = 1,170Q

P~ = 0.857Q

P~=o

P8=0

w= 8.267Q

Because the number of rivets is rather le.rge,the maximum rivet lead
Is found to be as much as 94 percent of the value giverity classical theory.
Not all the rivets, however, reach so high a percentage, and the lead in
the plate is therefore only 82.7 percent of the classlcal value. If non-
linear deformations occur for rivet lGads above 0.2 ton, the above results
are only valid up to Q = 0.179 ton (this gives P4 = 0,2 ton),
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Suppcme now that the lead
.oc.c~?’lZal rivet–sWce.pt “t.%
no load, Aa before, the value
eolved are ,

.,. .

21

is increased’unt$l nonllnear ti”ifo”kmaticmfl
eighth whfch, from eymme,try,still carries
k =“4C Is take.n...anthe,he,equations tobe

P* = r~ + (i/4).(o.7P1-0.5Q)

I?3 =
{ }

?2+ (1/4) 0,7 (Pl+P2) -1.5Q , and so forth.

If the seventh rivet Is juet loaded to the limit of proportionality
(0,2 ton)

o =1%= P7+0.7(PZ+. ..+P7) -6,5Q

and beyond thie limit

o=p8=(4c/c) (P7-s)+o.7 (P,+.. .+ P7)-6.9Q

that is,

P7 - 0.15 + o.2’j
{

10.7(P1+. .“. +P7)–6.5Q, ZO

Frcm this last equation

PI = 1.052kQ+ 0.0136

P~ = 1.132-6Q+ Q.0160

P~ = 1,1152Q+ 000211

P4 = 1.0641Q+ 0,03Q0

P5 = 0.9492Q+ 0.0441
. . .

P6 = 0.4504Q+ 0.0659 ,.

P7 = 0.4830Q+ 0.0992

P~=o
..

I?7= 6.5259Q + 0.2899
.- .,

-t,.,

and these results are valid f?.vm Q = 0,20@7tcn, @.ving I?7= 0.2 ton,
to Q= 0.2314 ton, gi’vlng & = 1.8 tons, ‘wl?ichis the assumed limit
of proportionality for tineplate. ~ ,

..., ,. ‘,
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.. Beyond this load nonlinear deformations alao occur in the plate at

the seventh sectton andj introducing the quantities A=% and 1=1,” the
equat%on for Fe is then ,.

0 = Pe =4(P7 - S) +2.472 (Pl + . . , +PT) -1,c42T-.. oIxIx 6e5Q

that 3,s,

r
P, 1-0.15 + O.~ 1.4S3(PJ+ . . . +P7) -lCo42x~035 --.l.olx 6.5Q,,=O

1. J

Thisgives

PI = 0.9677Q+ 0.0329

P= = 1.0120Q+ 0.0386

l?~= o.983’jQ+0.0312

I?*= L1.8771Q+0.0727

P5 = 0.6741Q+ 0.1070

P~ = 0.3392Q+ 0.1600
and

P~ = 0.1365Q+ 0,2409

and these values are valid up to Q = 0,276 ton, when nonlinear deforma-
tion in the sixth sectton of the plate ccmmenGes, It is then necessary
to use the following equation for P7,

P~ = P~ + 0.25
{
1.483 (Pl . . . +P6) -1..042xl.~7_l,0~x ~@5Q]

...

and the other equationa are as given above. Then

and

PI = 0.9C53Q+ 0,0518
P* = 0.9387Q+ 0.0609
P~ = 0.&363Q+ 0.0805
F4 = 0.7392Q+ 0.1143
P5 =.O.4715Q+ 0.1682
PG F 0,0461Q+ 0.2514

P7 + 0.1217Q+ 0?1693
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an~ these values are v~fd up to Q = 0.336 ton ,yhennonlinear defcmma.-
tton’in ihe fifth section of the ~latb conmiences~&o$ided t~e”first...........,,.,.,, . ..........
rivet ~~’fi~~-~~~ad~”r~ached its ~t~te s~fie~”~h~””’si~~].tirly~r“e$~ts
may he found as nonlinear deformations s~read ’toother’~ecticns”of”’tlie
platez and letween ~hese characteristic valuee 0$ Q the rivet 10EX3S
are linearly d~pendent qn the total ,load Q.’ It is seen that when tnere
are many rivets the maximum rivet load does not differ greatly frcm the
value given by the classical theory so long as the lcad,sdo not exceed
the proportional limit,, There is, however, a ccxm$derable difference
when the loadswe above’thid Ii&it, FortPis.p&tieularextipLo” the ‘;
maximum rivetload at %h& ultimate Loadis only about 78’p6rc6fitcf the
classical value. Tbe plate load is always comparatively less, amd again
f~r this case is only 68 percent of the classical valtig.

Numerical results have also been obtained w-henthe rivets are amumed
to be rigid.and very cloeely pitched while the other dimensions and the
loading sre the same as those above. A comparison with the previous re-
sults shows that for leads near the ultimate strength of the structure,
the major portion of the reduction in the load in the plate is due to
nonlinear deformation of the plate, and that rivet slip Gnly contributes
to this reduction to a lesser degree,

CONCLUSIONS

The examples gtven show that the loads carried by the rivets and the
plate are less than the values given by the classlcal theory, which dces
not take into account the slip of the rivets under load, even when the
loads are within the limit of proportionality. This difference is con-
siderably accentuated when nonlinear deformations occur in the structure>
and the team then carries the greater porti~n of the bendicg mcment. If
the material of the beam has a higher proportional limft and a higher
ultimate strength than the material of the plate, there is a transfer of
load from weaker Iiostronger material and this is to the advantage of the
structure. The ef$ect of the slipping of the rivets Is not cinlydependent
on the character$atl.csof each rivet but al~o on the number of the rivets
and the variation of the bendiug mcment along the wtructure, The examplee
also show that if there is only a small number of rivets in a secticm of
the plate with maximum tension and maximum compre~sicm (as for ~oni’hucms
beams) the lead in the ylate is considerably less thap that given by clas-
sical theory. Further, even if the ntmiberof rivets is large, the rivets
and tbe plate evade a very consZdeTalle part of thi~ load If they are
stressed teyond the lim3t of proportionality.
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The methods described are of stiple application.and are recommended
fcr use in the design of light-alloy structures when the design load ?_s
likely to be above the proportional limit.
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